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ABSTRACT

During production of oil, an in time increasing quantity of
water is produced. To be able to return produced water to
the well or dispose it to the environment, polluting materi-
als have to be separated to the extent that the efflux complies
to certain specifications. To be able to remove small quan-
tities of polluting materials, enhanced separation methods
are required, such as, flotation, ultra-filtration or swirling
flow separation. Produced water can be considered a dilute
multiphase fluid. For such fluids it is appropriate to apply
Lagrangian particle tracking to predict the trajectories of the
dispersed phase, and therewith its distribution.

In Lagrangian particle tracking the force on the particle
is approximated by models for effects such as drag, lift and
added mass. The history force corrects the drag force for
effects of unsteady particle motion. For low Reynolds num-
bers, the drag can be approximated assuming Stokes’ flow
about the particle. For higher Reynolds numbers, this as-
sumption is not valid, and it is obtained instead from semi-
empirical correlations. Present research investigates differ-
ences in predicted trajectories and separation efficiency that
can be observed taking into account non-Stokesian effects
for the drag as well as history effects for typical oil-droplets
in a typical flow field observed during swirling flow separa-
tion processes.

Keywords: Dispersed droplet dynamics, separation, La-
grangian particle tracking, history force, drag coefficient .

NOMENCLATURE

a Particle acceleration [m s−2]
D Particle diameter [m]
f Drag factor [−]
f Volumetric force per unit mass [m s−2]
F Force [N]
h History acceleration [m s−2]
K Dimensionless kernel for history integral [−]
m Particle mass [kg]
R Pipe radius [m]
Re Diameter based particle Reynolds number [−]
s Integration time [s]
t Time [s]
T Dimensionless history time [−]
u Flow field velocity [m s−1]
v Particle velocity [m s−1]
w Relative velocityv − u [m s−1]
U Reference velocity [m s−1]

x Location of the particle centre of mass [m]

Γ Circulation [m2s−1]
ρ Mass density [kg m−3]
σ Stress tensor [Pa]
ν Kinematic viscosity [m2s−1]
τ Characteristic time, integration time [s]

INTRODUCTION

In the oil industry, water is used to maintain the pressure in
oil reservoirs during the extraction of oil. Therefore, an in
time increasing quantity of water is produced. Separation
of this oil-water mixture is required to recover the desired
oil. Moreover, to be able to return produced water to the
well or dispose it to the environment, polluting materials
have to be separated up to certain specifications. Separation
of phases is achieved in several stages. The first stage is
bulk separation, in which the mixture is separated in the
two phases with a residual of the other phase remaining.
Secondary separation is then required for the removal from
the oil or water bulk of the undesired pollution of water-
in-oil or oil-in-water, respectively. To be able to remove
small quantities of polluting materials, enhanced separation
methods are required, such as, flotation, ultra-filtration and
swirling flow separation. During produced water treatment
the oil-water mixture can be considered a dilute multiphase
fluid. For such fluids it is appropriate to apply Lagrangian
particle tracking to predict the oil-droplet trajectories that
determine the distribution of the dispersed phase.

Conventional methods, such as gravity settlers, used to
achieve phase separation are not adequate for produced wa-
ter treatment for which droplets are quite small. Therefore,
advanced methods have been developed, such as swirling
flow separators and flotation tanks. In swirling flow separa-
tors, the driving force is the hydrodynamic stress-gradient.
This results in reduced settling times at the cost of a com-
plex flow field. Flotation tanks, in which oil droplets ad-
here to rising gas bubbles utilize the effective density of the
oil-gas dispersed phase to decrease settling time. However,
chemical phenomena can have a significant impact on flota-
tion performance.

To control the efficiency of separators, it is not only nec-
essary to be able to accurately predict the flow field of the
continuous phase in the separator, but also to be able to ac-
curately predict the droplet trajectories. Small changes in
particle trajectories could imply having to adjust design re-
quirements for the separator device, such as shape and size.
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Therefore, in the present study the forces in the equations of
motion for a particle have been investigated in order to en-
able the prediction of particle behaviour adequately. Present
study involves particle behaviour in a flow field typical for
swirling flow separators. Effects of emulsions and surfac-
tants can be included by adapting the correlations.

In the present research the force on the oil droplets in
water is approximated assuming the oil-droplets to behave
as spherical solid particles. For these particles the drag
force and the history force, which arise in Lagrangian par-
ticle tracking, have been investigated. Particle trajectories
have been predicted using various drag coefficient corre-
lations, with and without taking the history force into ac-
count. Moreover, the history force has been predicted with
and without the assumption of Stokes’ flow. The parame-
ters contained in the expression for the history force are in-
vestigated using experimental data found in literature, e.g.
(Mordant and Pinton, 2000). Effects of lift might be impor-
tant, but are not yet considered in the present study.

MODEL DESCRIPTION

Forces exerted by the fluid on the particle result in accel-
eration of the particle, while the motion of the particle in-
fluences the motion of the fluid as well. However, the fluid
motion on a scale much larger than the particle is barely in-
fluenced by the presence and motion of the particle. There-
fore, it is assumed that we may use one-way coupling, i.e.
the fluid motion drives particle motion but not vice versa.
First, an analytic description will be provided for the aver-
aged large scale fluid motion typically observed in swirling
flow separators. Subsequently the equations of motion for
the particle will be derived. Finally the numerical procedure
to obtain the solution of the equations of motion as well as
the history force integral are provided.

Swirling flow field

A flow field typically observed in a swirling flow separa-
tor consists of a combination of the velocity due to a solid
body rotation and that of an inviscid vortex, a so-called
Lamb-Oseen vortex. Moreover, observed axial flow fields
typically consist of a W-shaped profile (Slotet al., 2012).
In the present research the flow field mimics an in-line
swirling flow separator with constant radius, with axial and
azimuthal velocity distributions that remain the same in ax-
ial direction. As a result, the radial velocity will be zero.

A Lamb-Oseen vortex for a fluid with kinematic viscos-
ity ν results in the required azimuthal velocity field with
circulation Γ and viscous decay-timeτν . The W-shaped
axial velocity profile with maximum velocityU, a reverse
flow velocity parameterU0 and a parameterU1 that gives
the central jet velocity as well as a second viscous decay-
time in the coreτν,1 results in the required axial flow field.
Therefore, the fluid velocity becomes
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The velocity in axial direction should result in a volume
flow equal to the volume flow in a pipe with radiusR and
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Figure 1: The tangential and axial velocity in equation (1)
using parameters as in table1.

τν [s] Γ [m2s−1] ν [m2s−1] R [m]

500 2 8.92× 10−7 0.05

τν,1 [s] U∞ [m s−1] U0 [m s−1] U1 [m s−1]
250
3 2 6 7

2

Table 1: Parameters used for swirling flow.
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The parameters, selected to mimic typical flow conditions
in a swirling flow separator, including features such as flow
reversal, are shown in table1. The resulting velocity pro-
files are shown in figure1.

Equation of motion for particle

The motion of a particle is governed by the forces acting on
the particle. Newton’s second law applied to the motion of
the particle states that

d
dt

(mv) = Fparticle, (3)

with v the particle velocity, andm the mass of the particle
subjected to forceFparticle. As the lift forces are not consid-
ered in the present research, the equation of motion for the
rotation of the particle will not be considered either.

Volumetric forces and the surface stresses of the fluid
contribute to the force on the particle. The volumetric force
per unit massf is usually the gravitational accelerationg.
The stressσ at the surface of the particle results from the
motion of the fluid about the particle, consisting of the pres-
sure and the viscous stress. This implies that the surface
stress can only be obtained if the motion of the fluid about
the particle is fully resolved. For most practical applica-
tions this is not feasible. Therefore, the surface integral is
approximated by a sum of forces, each representing sep-
arate effects of the flow field as well as of the particle mo-
tion. These forces depend on the large-scale flow field in the
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absence of particles, represented by the flow variables and
their derivatives at the location,x, of the centre of mass of
the particle. The effects taken into account in the present
research are the volumetric forces, drag, stress gradient,
added mass and the history force. Therefore the force on
the particle is approximated by

Fparticle≈ Fvolume+ F∇σ + FAM + FD + FH. (4)

The volumetric force is the approximation of a volume in-
tegral of volumetric forces such as gravity, while the sum of
the other forces is the approximation of the surface integral
of the surface stress.

Volumetric, stress gradient and added mass force

The volumetric force contribution is

Fvolume= mf. (5)

The stress gradient forceF∇σ, called the pressure gradi-
ent force in absence of viscous stresses, represents the sur-
face integral of the stress of the large scale flow field acting
at the surface of the particle, i.e. the surface integral ofσ ·n.
Using the divergence theorem, the surface integral of the
normal component of a vector quantity can be expressed as
a volume integral over the volume enclosed by that surface.
Therefore, the surface integral of the normal component of
the stress acting at the surface can be expressed as the vol-
ume integral of the divergence of the stress. For a fluid with
velocityu the stress divergence is subsequently rewritten in
terms of the material derivative of the velocityDu

Dt
and the

volumetric forcef using the Navier-Stokes equations. With
m

ρparticle
as the volume of the particle, this results in

F∇σ =
m

ρparticle
∇ · σ = m

ρ̂

{

Du
Dt
− f

}

, (6)

with the material derivative defined as

D
Dt
≡ ∂
∂t
+ u · ∇, (7)

and the density ratio ˆρ defined as

ρ̂ ≡
ρparticle

ρcontinuous
. (8)

The volumetric force (5) and the stress gradient (6) are
often combined, leading to the sum of what is often called
the buoyancy force and a hydrodynamic stress gradient
force

FBuoyancy+ F∇σ,dynamic=
m
ρ̂

{

( ρ̂ − 1) f +
Du
Dt

}

. (9)

A difference in acceleration of the particle relative to the
large scale fluid motion, results in about an equal volume
of the continuous phase to be accelerated in the direction
opposite to that of the relative acceleration. This causes
the particle to react as if it is heavier than its actual mass.
Therefore this force is called, the added, or virtual mass
effect,

FAM = CAM
m
ρ̂

(

Du
Dt
− dv

dt

)

. (10)

The added mass coefficient for a spherical particle equals
CAM =

1
2 for the inviscid flow limit, (Autonet al., 1988).

This added mass coefficient has been shown to be accurate
for a wide range of Reynolds numbers, (Loth and Dorgan,
2009).
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Figure 2: Drag coefficients as a function of Re. Experi-
mental data by (Mordant and Pinton, 2000).

Drag force

The drag approximates the effect that the particle tends to
follow the motion of the fluid. Both viscous drag due to
boundary layer development as well as pressure drag due
to flow separation at the surface of the sphere are included.
Drag expressions commonly involve a drag coefficientCD
leading to

FD = −
m
ρ̂

3
4

CD (Re)
D

|w|w, (11)

with relative velocityw ≡ v − u, and the diameter based
particle Reynolds number defined as

Re≡
D |w|
ν
, (12)

with particle diameterD and kinematic viscosity of the con-
tinuous phaseν.

The drag force corresponding to Stokes’ flow is

CD,Stokes=
24
Re
. (13)

Drag coefficients that differ from that for Stokes drag can be
written as a factor times the Stokes drag coefficient. This is
the drag factor, leading to

f ≡ Re
24

CD. (14)

Therefore, the drag can also be expressed using the drag
factor as

FD = −18
m
ρ̂

f (Re)
τd

w, (15)

with a diffusive time-scale defined as

τd ≡
D2

ν
. (16)

In present research one drag correlation has been used
as representing a multitude of drag correlations similar in
magnitude over the entire Reynolds number range up to the
Reynolds number at which the flow changes to fully turbu-
lent flow at Re∼ 2 × 105. This drag factor, by (Cheng,
2009) is

f = (1+ 0.27Re)0.43
+ 0.47

Re
24

[

1− e−0.04Re0.38
]

. (17)
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Cheng obtained this drag correlation by a fit of a collection
of drag data. This data is the basis for many existing correla-
tions, but note that for this correlation the data has first been
corrected for wall effects. It should have higher accuracy
than other similar expressions such as (Brown and Lawler,
2003). Moreover, the expression has favourable proper-
ties for numerical implementation such as no discontinu-
ities and no singularities for both the drag factor and its
derivative. Figure2 shows several drag coefficients similar
to that of Cheng as well as the Stokes drag coefficient and
the drag coefficient predicted for the Newton regime. It can
be observed that the various drag correlations do not differ
much along the shown range of Reynolds numbers. How-
ever, Stokes drag clearly starts to deviate more and more for
Reynolds numbers larger than about 0.5.

History force

The drag force only depends on the present value of the
Reynolds number. Thereby, it assumes fully developed
boundary layers and wake. The history force accounts for
the lagging transient boundary layer development, as well
as that of the particle wake. To capture these transient ef-
fects, an integral over time is required from the start of par-
ticle motion up to present time. A kernelK (t , τ) relates the
acceleration of the particle at timeτ to the resulting force at
time t. The force is written as

FH = −
18m
τd ρ̂

t
∫

−∞

K (t , τ)
dw
dτ

dτ. (18)

Assuming Stokes’ flow, this results in the Basset kernel,
e.g. (Croweet al., 1998),

KBasset(t , τ) =
1
√

4π

1
√

TBasset(t , τ)
, (19)

where the Basset history time is defined as

TBasset(t , τ) ≡
t − τ
τd
. (20)

The history force, obtained using this kernel is often called
the Basset force. Therefore, the history force obtained with
this kernel will subsequently be called the Basset force to
distinguish it from a more general history force. The dif-
fusive time scaleτd is the only fluid flow property that
influences the rate of decay of the kernel in time. How-
ever, it has been observed that the long time behaviour
of the kernel shows a faster decay than the Basset kernel
predicts, e.g. (Mei et al., 1991; Loth and Dorgan, 2009;
Mordant and Pinton, 2000). As a consequence, the Basset
kernel leads to a significant over-prediction of the history
force. Therefore, a kernel was proposed, (Mei et al., 1991;
Mei and Adrian, 1992), that takes into account effects due
to inertia. The kernel was subsequently refined using the
drag factor, (Lawrence and Mei, 1995), leading to

KL&M (t , τ) =
3
[

f (t) + Re(t) f ′ (t)
]

f ′ (τ)
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where

f ′ (t) ≡
d f
dRe

∣
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This kernel was adapted to obtain the Basset kernel in the
limit of Stokes flow, (van Eijkeren and Hoeijmakers, 2010)

K (t , τ) =
4
π

fH (t , τ)
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, (23)

with the history drag factor defined as

fH (t , τ) ≡
3
4
π

[

f (t) + Re(t) f ′ (t)
]

f ′ (τ) , (24)

and the dimensionless history time

TH (t , τ) ≡
1
τd

t
∫

τ

Re(s)
f (s)

ds. (25)

Numerical solution method
Equation of motion

The equation of motion to be solved is

( ρ̂ +CAM )
dv
dt
= ( ρ̂ +CAM ) a ≡ (1+CAM )

Du
Dt

+ ( ρ̂ − 1) f − 18
f
τd

w − 18
τd

t
∫

−∞

K (t , τ)
dw
dτ

dτ.

(26)
This ODE is discretized using a (Crank and Nicolson, 1996)
method. The general formulation for the position and veloc-
ity of the particle at timetn+1 predicted using timetn and
with dv

dt

∣

∣

∣

t
≡ a (v, x, t), becomes

(

xn+1
vn+1

)

−
(

xn
vn

)

=
tn+1 − tn

2

(

vn + vn+1
an + an+1

)

. (27)

The system of algebraic equations resulting from this im-
plicit scheme is non-linear, and require iterative solution
methods. Solution methods such as Newton, Gauß-Seidel
or Jacobi are equal in performance for obtaining a solution.

History integral

The properties of the history integral are a challenge for nu-
merical integration. First, the kernel depends on the up-
per boundt of the integral. As a consequence the integral
evaluated at an earlier time-step cannot be reused for the
new time-step. Second, the kernel is singular at the upper
bound of the integral, negating the use of standard integra-
tion schemes. Also, the lower bound is minus infinity, while
information is known only from some timet0. Finally, for
the non-Stokesian effects, the kernel increases the complex-
ity of the integral.

The problem with the lower bound of minus infinity can
be eliminated using partial integration. This results in

t0
∫

−∞

K (t , τ)
dw
dτ

dτ = K0w0 −
t0

∫

−∞

dK (t , τ)
dτ

w dτ. (28)

Assuming|w| = 0 for τ < t0 results in an exact expression
in which the integral at the right-hand side reduces to zero.
Otherwise the integral can only be approximated by zero,
and the error depends on timet as well as on the magnitude
of the velocity.
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ρparticle D ρcontinuous g

[kg m−3] [m] [kg m−3] [ms−2]

800 100× 10−6 997 0

Table 2: Parameters in performed simulations, continuous
flow field as in table1.

The general integral to be evaluated is of the form
tn
∫

t0

h√
T

dτ, with h ≡
√

TK dw
dτ , andT from either equation

(20) or (25) for Basset or history force, respectively. A
change of variables results in

tn
∫

t0

h
√

T
dτ =

Tn
∫

T0

(

dT
dτ

)−1 h
√

T
dT. (29)

Partial integration results in

Tn
∫

T0

(

dT
dτ

)−1 h
√

T
dT = 2

√
T

(

dT
dτ

)−1

h

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

Tn

T0

−2

Tn
∫

T0

√
T

d
dT













(

dT
dτ

)−1

h













dT,

(30)

whereTn = 0 by definition ofT. If the derivative in the re-
maining integral is considered piecewise constant, the dis-
cretized integral is obtained

tn
∫

t0

h
√

T
dτ ≈ −2

√

T0

(

dT
dτ

)−1

0
h0

+
4
3

n−1
∑

i=0

{

(

Ti
√

Ti − Ti+1
√

Ti+1
)

×

(

dT
dτ

)−1

i+1
hi+1 −

(

dT
dτ

)−1

i
hi

Ti+1 − Ti

}

.

(31)

This discretization can be applied to both the Basset kernel
and the full history kernel. Moreover, when a fixed time-
step is employed, a discrete Basset kernel can be calculated
upfront and only the element fort0 has to be updated during
calculation.

RESULTS

To investigate the influence of non-Stokesian effects as well
as the history force, simulations have been performed for
an oil-droplet in a swirling flow field with the parameters
given in table1. The properties of the droplet, as well as
properties of the continuous phase are specified in table2.

The resulting particle trajectories in the(r , z)-plane are
shown in figure3. Also, one of the trajectories is shown in
the (x, y)-plane in figure4. Clearly the particle trajectories
follow the swirling motion of the flow, while the stress gra-
dient forces the particle towards the axis of rotation. More-
over, when the particle moves towards the axis of rotation,
the annular region of reversed flow is reached where the
particle is moving in negativez-direction. For even smaller
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Figure 3: Radial position as a function of the axial position
during motion of the particle.
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Figure 4: Particle location in the(x, y)-plane during the
motion of the particle. Stokes drag without history force.

radii, in the region near the axis of rotation, the particle
moves in positivez-direction again.

In figure 3 it is shown that the results of a simulation
using Stokes drag do not agree with those of a simulation
including non-Stokesian effects. Comparing the results of
the simulations, it becomes for example clear that a sepa-
rator device designed using a more accurate flow simula-
tion, in which non-Stokesian effects have been included in
the drag, would have been about a factor 1.8 longer than
follows from the flow simulation with just Stokes drag. In-
cluding the Basset force for Stokes drag in the calculation
of the trajectory, results in a particle trajectory that is re-
markably close to the trajectory predicted using the drag
coefficient by Cheng. These results indicate that, for the
current application, the Basset history force integral might
be approximated by a drag-like algebraic expression, which
would save computing time.

Furthermore, it can be observed that a droplet trajectory
computed using the drag correlation by Cheng, as well as
including the Basset force, requires a significantly longer
distance inz-direction before the droplet reaches the axis
of rotation. However, the Basset force significantly over-
predicts the history force. This is concluded from the par-
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Figure 5: Particle Reynolds number as function of time.

ticle trajectory computed including the history force. The
extent inz-direction of the particle trajectory is still signif-
icantly larger, as is seen when comparing the result to the
particle trajectory without including the history force.

Figure5 presents the Reynolds number for the particle
as function of time. The profiles show similar differences
as the particle trajectories in the(r , z) plane. For all particle
trajectories, the maximum Reynolds number is clearly out-
side the range in which Stokes drag is assumed to be still
accurate. The peak in the Reynolds number becomes lower
due to higher values of the drag and history forces. More-
over, with increasing drag, the peak shifts to a later time.
This shift is caused by the particle reaching the region of
lower stress gradient force later in time.

CONCLUSIONS

In the present paper, Lagrangian simulations have been per-
formed for typical oil-droplets moving in a flow field typ-
ical for swirling flow separators. The flow field consists
of the azimuthal velocity of a Lamb-Oseen vortex as well
as an axial velocity profile with flow reversal. The results
obtained employing Stokes drag have been compared with
results using an expression for the drag by Cheng, which
includes non-Stokesian effects. Furthermore, effects of the
history force have been investigated using the Basset kernel,
as well as a more general history kernel.

Numerical treatment of the history force with a general
history kernel has been described. The numerical treatment
deals with the singular behaviour of the integral kernel, as
well as with a change to a history time variable. Moreover,
dealing with an initial velocity at the start of the calculation
is explained in terms of integration by parts.

The results show that Stokes drag is not adequate to ob-
tain accurate particle trajectories for application to swirling
flow separation. Moreover, the history force has a signif-
icant influence on particle trajectories. These results im-
ply that non-Stokesian effects as well as history effects
should be included when predicting particle trajectories in
a swirling flow separator. Results also indicate that a drag-
like algebraic expression might be sufficient to approximate
the history integral in the present type of applications, re-
ducing the computational cost significantly.
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